
Eastern Florida State College 

Assessment Committee Meeting Minutes 

11-14-2014 10-12:30 PM 

Cocoa 12-228 

Attendees:  Dr. Dan Wagner, Dr. Phil Simpson, Carrie Wells, Shannon Dexter, Mark Quathamer, Dr. Lynta 

Thomas, and Dr. Mary Roslonowski 

I. 10-10-2014 meeting minutes were distributed and reviewed. 

II. LOR Subcommittee Report- the LOR in Angel has not been converted over to Canvas.  Jayne 

was working on this but she was not present at the meeting to give an update. However, it 

was brought up that at the last meeting, we talked about having access through the website 

to AC materials such as is done with eCPR, with some items being behind the scenes, such as 

rubrics and grading directions, and other being available to anyone.  Carrie will ask Jayne 

about the progress of this.  

III. Research and Curriculum Subcommittee- Mary reported that no additional tasks had been 

assigned to this committee since the recommendations were made to the AC at the prior 

meetings.  Discussion about scaffolding of core abilities ensued.  

IV. Technology Subcommittee- Mark Quathamer showed the Assessment reporting tool that is 

now available on the website.  Seems to be almost ready to go except for the instructions 

about not having to retain hard copies of the assessments themselves.  Committee decided 

to remove instructions on retaining records for this term. Faculty normally must keep grade 

records for two years, in case of appeals.  At this point there is no need to actually have the 

artifacts sent to the assessment committee, this may change in the next semester.  This 

term selected courses are submitting assessment results into the web tool.  Email of the 

reporting dates will come out next week.  Reporters will have until Dec 12th to report and 

non-reporters’ names will be sent to the Provosts of each campus by Mark.   

V. Communication Handbook – Still in progress and needs a lot of work– Perhaps a handbook 

is not needed and just webpages can address the information and frequently asked 

questions about assessment.  Currently, the operating bylaws for the committee are posted 

on the AC website as well as a list of all members.  Phil, Barbara, and Carrie will be meeting 

to discuss this before the next AC meeting.  

VI. Career and Technology representation on AC committee-discussed possibility of inviting AS 

personnel to be on the AC committee or make an AS subcommittee.  Discussed need for 

better communication between AS and AA degree assessment.   There is a lot we can learn 

from AS who has been doing assessment longer.  Carrie and Dan will meet with Sandy Lanza 

to discuss inviting AS faculty and staff to be members of AC in the Spring term.  

VII. Library Science Update – Library Science Discipline is moving their assessment into Canvas 

so this should not be a problem anymore.  

VIII. Another Assessment meeting in December is needed to work on Spring assessment 

instructions.  Proposed for December 12, 2014 10 AM-1 PM in Melbourne.  Mary will secure 

a room for the committee.  Discussed whether or not all course should be assessed in the 

Spring.  Decided that each instructor (adjunct and full-time included) will choose one of each 

type of course they teach that has a validated assessment rubric.  Need to ask Cluster Chairs 



to report which courses have validated rubrics and only those need to appear in the 

instructor’s selection menu in the reporting tool.  Mary will ask the cluster chairs for this list 

of courses so that it can be built into the system and will report at the next meeting in 

December.  

IX. Assessing Modeling Ethical and Social Responsibility – Cindy suggested she take this to the 

Social and Behavioral Science Cluster to add an option to all of those courses to do 

volunteer activity or offer 4th credit option to ensure students meet this core ability. As 

Cluster chair, Cindy will talk to the cluster at the January meeting about adding this 

component to their courses.  Idea was generated to have an online assessment for this core 

ability.   

X. Committee members are to review St.  Petersburg College’s Assessment Plan for Core 

Abilities before the next meeting.  

Minutes respectfully submitted by Mary Roslonowski. 


